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Abstract: This project delves into the world of literature, focusing on the dynamic relationship between authors, genres, and readers. 

By harnessing social and information network analysis techniques, the project seeks to uncover intricate connections within the 

literary landscape. In this project a comprehensive Book-dataset is analyzed to uncover the relationships between authors, genres, 

and reader preferences. It starts with data collection and preprocessing, followed by the construction of a bipartite network that 

links authors to genres based on their literary works. Through advanced analytics, the project identifies author-genre associations 

and genre-based author communities. The culmination of this effort is a robust recommendation system that suggests books to 

readers based on the communities formed. This project impacts both authors and genres by helping them reach their target audiences 

more effectively. Authors benefit from increased visibility within their specialized genres, while genres themselves thrive with 

enhanced readership. For readers, it means discovering books that align with their interests and exploring new authors within the 

same genre. In the future these well-defined author-genre communities have the potential to influence book searches on search 

engines, recommendations on e-commerce platforms, and advertisements on social media. 

 

Index Terms - Literature networks, bipartite network analysis, author-genre associations, recommendation system, 

genre-based communities, reader preferences. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 In recent years, the explosive growth of data in the realm of literature and e-commerce, coupled with the increasing reliance 

on information technology and data science, has prompted a fundamental shift in how readers engage with books, authors, and 

genres. The intricate relationships between authors and genres play a pivotal role in shaping the literary landscape, yet understanding 

and harnessing these connections remain a complex challenge. In response to this, the "Genre-Centric Book Recommendation 

System" is proposed, a project situated at the intersection of information technology and data science. 

Much like community detection algorithms in complex network analysis, my project seeks to uncover and leverage the 

inherent structure within the literary domain. While community detection has proven instrumental in deciphering relationships in 

social networks and Protein-Protein Interaction (PPI) networks, its application to the dynamic interplay of authors, genres, and 

readers in literature remains largely unexplored. The existing literature on community detection primarily focuses on social 

networks, with an emphasis on scalability issues as network sizes grow exponentially. Traditional algorithms, although effective, 

struggle to handle the vast scale of today's social networks. The need for efficient, scalable community detection methods has 

spurred research in parallel algorithms, local community discovery, and network scale reduction-based algorithms. In the context 

of literature and e-commerce, existing algorithms often overlook the nuances of author-genre associations and fail to capitalize on 

the unique characteristics of the literary landscape. This project aims to bridge this gap by introducing a novel Genre-Centric Book 

Recommendation System that goes beyond traditional community detection approaches. Social and information network analysis 

techniques are leveraged to delve into the relationships between authors, genres, and reader preferences. 

The proposed architecture of my system involves a meticulous process, starting with data preprocessing to ensure the integrity 

of the book dataset. Subsequent steps include data analysis and network construction, author-genre association analysis, 

identification of genre-based author communities, and the development of a recommendation system. Each module is designed to 

contribute to the overarching goal of enhancing reader engagement, benefiting both authors and genres by optimizing visibility and 

readership. In contrast to conventional book recommendation systems that predominantly rely on user preferences and collaborative 

filtering, this study proposes a groundbreaking Genre-Centric Book Recommendation System that capitalizes on the intricate 

relationships between authors and genres within the literary landscape. Unlike existing algorithms that often overlook the nuanced 

associations between authors and genres, the methodology places a central emphasis on author-genre bipartite graphs. By 

comprehensively analyzing these graphs, we gain deeper insights into the interplay between literary creators and the genres they 

explore, allowing for a more nuanced understanding of reader preferences. This genre-centric approach ensures that the 

recommended books not only align with individual tastes but also resonate with the thematic elements and writing styles 

characteristic of specific genres. Moreover, the methodology incorporates a multi-faceted analysis, encompassing community 

detection, weighted edge computations, and joint probability estimations, offering a holistic perspective on the intricate web of 
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author-genre relationships. By considering factors such as author communities and the joint probability of author-genre occurrences, 

the system surpasses traditional recommendation models by providing a more refined and context-aware set of book suggestions. 

Through the integration of these advanced techniques, the Genre-Centric Book Recommendation System aims to address the 

limitations of conventional approaches, offering readers a more personalized and insightful literary experience based on the 

profound connections between authors and genres. 

This project presents a Genre-Centric Book Recommendation System at the intersection of information technology and data 

science. Leveraging community detection algorithms, the system explores intricate relationships between authors and genres, 

offering a nuanced understanding of reader preferences. Through meticulous data preprocessing, network construction, and author-

genre association analysis, my approach surpasses conventional models by considering weighted averages of book ratings, joint 

probabilities, and community structures. The methodology aims to enhance reader engagement and benefit authors and genres by 

optimizing visibility and readership. The Genre-Centric Book Recommendation System represents a refined and context-aware 

solution, addressing the limitations of traditional recommendation models. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews existing literature on community detection in social networks, providing 

context for the unique challenges posed by the literary domain. Section III presents the detailed architecture and methodology of 

the proposed Genre-Centric Book Recommendation System. Section IV discusses the results of implementation of the proposed 

system. Finally, Section V concludes the paper, highlighting key findings and outlining avenues for future research. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

1. A community detection algorithm based on graph compression for large-scale social networks [1] 

As social networks grow in size, traditional algorithms to uncover the community structure become less effective due to their 

time and spatial complexity. The proposed algorithm employs a technique called graph compression. It iteratively merges 

vertices with a low degree (1 or 2) into their neighbors with higher degrees, creating a compressed graph. After identifying 

communities in the compressed graph, the community structure is expanded and propagated back to the original social 

network. The proposed algorithm is suitable for undirected networks but may not work well for attribute networks or 

multilayer networks. 

2. Personalized Book Recommendation System using Machine Learning Algorithm [2] 

The concept discussed here is about improving the recommendation of books to online users. Traditional recommendation 

systems are often based on user ratings, which can be problematic when users unsubscribe from the service or stop rating 

books. To address this, the paper proposes a novel book recommendation system that relies on clustering methods. It clusters 

books based on user ratings and preferences and then finds similarities between these clusters to suggest new books. The 

system uses k-means clustering and cosine distance measures to group books into clusters. 

3. Leveraging genre classification with RNN for Book recommendation [3] 

This paper discusses ways to improve the recommendation of books and movies by utilizing user-generated content in the 

form of reviews. Traditional recommendation algorithms face limitations when they do not consider the combination of 

reviews and genre for books. In this context, the paper proposes the use of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) as a deep 

learning approach to enhance the classification of book plots and reviews into various categories and provide more accurate 

recommendations to users. RNNs offer an advantage over traditional models because they allow each neuron to utilize its 

internal memory to retain information about previous inputs. This capability enables the model to maintain context between 

reviews, leading to more accurate classification and, consequently, better recommendations. 

4. Content-Based Movie Recommendation System Using Genre Correlation [4] 

The paper presents a content-based movie recommendation system that focuses on genre correlation to provide personalized 

movie suggestions to users. The paper categorizes recommendation systems into three main types: collaborative filtering, 

content-based filtering, and hybrid systems. It then delves into content-based filtering, which revolves around analyzing a 

user's past behavior and recommending items with similar attributes. In this case, the focus is on recommending movies 

based on their genre. To create the recommendation system, they first construct a matrix that combines movie genres and 

user ratings, converting both into binary values for consistency. The recommendation algorithm calculates the dot product of 

this matrix to determine user preferences for specific genres and movies. Then Euclidean distance is used to find the similarity 

between users' preferences and recommends movies with the least deviation from the current user's choices. 

5. Advanced Graph Analytics Algorithms On Genre Based Recommending System [5] 

The paper titled "Advanced Graph Analytics Algorithms on Genre-Based Recommending System" discusses the 

development of a novel ranking method to enhance the accuracy of recommendations in genre-based movie or content 

recommendation systems, particularly in the context of online streaming platforms like Netflix. The primary challenge 

addressed in the paper is the time bias present in traditional recommendation systems, which tend to favour older content 

over recent releases, even when newer content may have better quality. The proposed ranking method applies an "Equality 

Rebalance Methodology" to minimize the time bias in bipartite graphs, where users and content are represented as nodes. 

The researchers conducted experiments using real-world datasets as benchmarks and found that their proposed methodology 

improved predictive performance or accuracy by at least 20% and up to 80% while reducing time bias in ranking scores. 

6. Link prediction in Social Network Analysis: Steps and Algorithms [6] 

This project explores the significance of link prediction in social networks and its broader applications across diverse fields. 

The research aims to assess various methods and algorithms employed for link prediction, emphasizing the prediction of 

missing links in current networks and the formation or dissolution of ties in future networks. The methodology involves a 

thorough examination of link prediction in social networks through comprehensive testing, analysis, and discussions, 

encompassing both statistical and machine learning approaches. The project utilizes social network datasets from platforms 

like social media, citation networks, email communication networks, and online communities. It compiles a diverse range of 

methods for link prediction, including topology-based metrics and node-based algorithms, with a focus on binary networks. 

However, it excludes networks with weighted or directed edges from consideration. One key finding suggests that existing 

evaluation methods might be insufficient for assessing the performance of link prediction algorithms. Despite this limitation, 

the study offers valuable insights into the evolution of social networks, presents a wide array of prediction methods, and 

outlines potential challenges and future directions in the field. 
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7. Building a predictor for movie ratings [7] 

The paper investigates the correlation between movie popularity and its cast and genre, proposing that a movie's popularity 

is significantly influenced by these factors. Network analysis techniques are employed to reveal the underlying structure of 

relationships among movies, actors, directors, and genres. Utilizing the open-source IMDb dataset, the authors construct 

bipartite graphs connecting movies to actors and genres. The HITS algorithm is then applied to assign hub and authority 

scores to actors and directors, predicting their future project's popularity. A similar technique, incorporating movie ratings, 

is employed to forecast the popularity of specific genres. PageRank is also utilized on the bipartite graphs, offering additional 

insights into their structural characteristics. The IMDb dataset is randomly split into a training set (75% of movies) and a test 

set (25% of movies). The study demonstrates that the HITS algorithm serves as an accurate predictor of movie popularity, 

revealing an average absolute difference of 0.8668 between predicted and true ratings. Although the predictor exhibits a 

slight positive bias, with a predicted average rating of 6.57 compared to the true average of 6.41 in the test set, the results 

highlight its effectiveness. Notably, the study identifies a tendency for over-rating low-rated movies in the prediction 

outcomes. 

8. Predicting IMDB Movie Ratings Using Social Media [8] 

The paper delves into cross-channel prediction tasks within information retrieval systems, particularly focusing on predicting 

movie ratings through signals obtained from various social media channels. The authors employ textual feature extraction, 

comparing the log-likelihood of terms in tweets and YouTube comments related to top- and bottom-rated movies on IMDb. 

The dataset comprises 70 films with IMDb ratings as of April 4, 2011. Textual features are extracted from 10 selected films, 

leaving 60 for testing. The best-performing model, integrating textual data, exhibits high predictive performance and 

alignment with observed ratings. Quantitative and qualitative indicators from social media channels, such as Twitter and 

YouTube, are analyzed to derive surface features and assess the meaning of activity around movie titles. Regression analysis, 

utilizing WEKA toolkit's linear regression implementation, is employed for predicting movie ratings, validated through ten-

fold cross-validation on the set of 60 movies. Additional social media applications like Reddit, Instagram, and Facebook are 

considered for optimal performance. Positive and negative textual features, as well as user demographics, are explored to 

enhance predictive methods, aiming to forecast ratings well into the future. 

9. Movies Recommendation Networks as Bipartite Graphs [9] 

The author collected data to construct three distinct networks for analysis: IMDb recommendations (IMDb), User-driven 

bipartite network (UD-BP), and One-mode projection of user-driven network (UD-OM). These networks, built from 

information on over 43,000 movies and 350,000 consumers, exhibited high clustering coefficients and small-world 

properties. Despite some variations, the author observed universal degree distributions for both types of networks. The study 

aimed to generalize the presented concepts by exploring the underlying natural causes for the identified network traits. 

Utilizing collaborative filtering and IMDb data analysis methodologies, the author examined user clustering, community 

structures, and theoretical modeling. The research suggested that power-law distributions in networks were not solely due to 

favoring more popular movies but might involve self-organizing mechanisms. The analysis also indicated variations in 

behavior for different network sizes, emphasizing the robustness of the observed degree distributions. 

10. Book Genre Classification Based on Reviews of Portuguese-Language Literature [10] 

The paper explores the application of machine learning techniques in classifying Portuguese-language literature into various 

genres based on reviews. The methodology involves data collection, pre-processing to eliminate unnecessary information, 

feature extraction (e.g., word frequency, sentiment analysis), model training with algorithms like Naive Bayes or Support 

Vector Machines, model evaluation, and classification of new reviews. The classification can offer valuable insights for 

readers, publishers, and authors, aiding them in understanding audience preferences. The success depends on data quality, 

accurate feature extraction, and the algorithm's effectiveness. A relevant study on Bengali text classification is mentioned, 

employing similar methods for genre classification in Bengali texts. However, potential challenges include overfitting, 

language limitations (specific to Portuguese), and the need for careful consideration of evaluation metrics to accurately assess 

model performance. The methodology's effectiveness may vary based on language and genre-specific characteristics. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

The proposed "Genre-Centric Book Recommendation System" is driven by a comprehensive methodology that navigates 

the intricate relationships between authors, genres, and readers within the literary realm. The project unfolds through a systematic 

process encompassing data collection, preprocessing, network analysis, community detection, recommendation system 

development, and thorough testing and validation. 

 

The methodology commences with a detailed exploration of Dataset Collection, a pivotal phase that sets the stage for subsequent 

analyses. The dataset, a treasure trove of literary information, was meticulously sourced from Kaggle, encompassing 54,301 books 

with a diverse array of attributes. These include critical details such as book_authors, book_description, book_edition, book_format, 

book_isbn, book_pages, book_rating, book_rating_count, book_review_count, book_title, genres, and image_url. This rich dataset, 

originating from a reputable platform like Kaggle, ensures the project's foundation is built upon high-quality and real-world literary 

data. Moving seamlessly from Dataset Collection to Data Preprocessing, the Pandas library is employed to load and cleanse the 

dataset systematically. This module ensures data consistency by handling duplicates, missing values, and inconsistencies, laying a 

robust foundation for subsequent analyses. The cleaned dataset becomes the cornerstone for the ensuing exploration into the dynamic 

relationships between authors, genres, and readers. 

Following Data Preprocessing, the journey unfolds into the Data Analysis and Network Construction module. Leveraging the 

NetworkX library, the pre-processed data undergoes rigorous analysis to uncover intricate author-genre associations. The construction 

of a bipartite network, linking authors and genres based on book authorship, is visualized using the Matplotlib library. This visual 

representation provides insights into the complex web of connections within the literary landscape. Transitioning seamlessly, the 

Author-Genre Association Analysis module employs the NetworkX library to manipulate the bipartite network. Calculating degree 

centrality metrics of authors in the genre layer is pivotal in identifying genres commonly associated with specific authors. This 

analysis serves as a foundation for understanding the key players in the literary ecosystem. The Genre-Based Author Communities 

module takes center stage, transforming the bipartite network into an author-author projected network using the NetworkX library. 

Community detection algorithms such as Louvain and Girvan-Newman are applied to identify genre-based author communities. 

Matplotlib and Seaborn libraries are then utilized for visualization, creating heatmaps or dendrogram plots that vividly illustrate the 

relationships within these author communities. 

The journey culminates in the Recommendation System Development module, where logic is implemented to suggest books to 

users based on identified author-genre communities. A web-based user interface, crafted using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, 

facilitates user interaction and provides tailored book recommendations aligned with individual preferences. To ensure the 

effectiveness of the developed recommendation system, a comprehensive Testing and Validation module is introduced. A 

mathematical algorithm is devised to compare the output recommendations with the detected author-communities, providing a 

quantitative measure of the system's impact on enhancing readership for authors and genres. 

In summary, the methodology intricately navigates the literary landscape, utilizing advanced analytics and systematic 

processing to unravel the complex relationships between authors and genres. Each module serves as a building block, contributing to 

the development of a robust recommendation system poised to impact authors, genres, and readers within the literary realm. 

 

 

Figure 1 Data Flow Diagram of the Genre-Centric Book Recommendation System 
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3.1 Data Preprocessing 

This module cleans and preprocesses a dataset of book data, handling missing values, converting data types, filtering out non-

English content, and processing genres before saving the processed data to a new CSV file. The code begins by importing necessary 

libraries, such as pandas and numpy. It loads a dataset from a CSV file ("My_Book_data.csv") into a Pandas DataFrame (df). Initial 

exploratory data analysis is done using `head()`, `shape`, `size`, `info()`, and `columns` to understand the structure and content of the 

dataset. The code defines a list of columns to keep (`filter_cols`) and removes the columns not in this list from the DataFrame. 

Unimportant columns such as book_description, book_edition, book_format, book_isbn, image_url are filtered out. The resulting 

DataFrame (`df_filtered`) is displayed, and its information is printed. Rows with missing values are removed from `df_filtered` using 

`dropna()`. The 'book_pages' column, initially of object type, is converted to integers after removing the "pages" suffix from each 

element. Some cells in the 'book_authors' column have multiple authors separated by "|". The code defines a function 

(`removeMultipleAuthors`) to remove rows with multiple authors. Two functions (`is_english` and `removeOtherLangs`) are defined 

to filter out rows where 'book_authors' or 'book_title' are not in English. Rows with non-English content are removed from the 

DataFrame. The 'genres' column, initially containing pipe-separated strings, is converted to lists using the ̀ changeDelimiter` function. 

Duplicate genres within each row are removed, and the lists are sorted. The processed lists are converted back to strings and assigned 

to the 'genres' column. The processed DataFrame is saved to a new CSV file ("Processed_BookData.csv") using `to_csv()`. 

 

 

3.2 Network Construction 

This module focuses on creating and analyzing bipartite graphs for 1% and 10% samples of the processed book dataset. It 

calculates weights based on various metrics and visualizes the resulting graphs, providing insights into the relationships between 

authors and genres in the sampled data. The code begins by importing necessary libraries: pandas, networkx, matplotlib, random, 

and pickle. It loads a previously processed dataset from a CSV file ("Processed_BookData.csv") into a Pandas DataFrame (df). The 

code extracts unique genres from the 'genres' column in the DataFrame, creating a set (`genreList`). The total number of unique 

genres is printed. A 1% sample of the dataset (`df_1_sample`) is created for testing purposes using random sampling. The genres 

column is transformed into a list of genres. A bipartite graph (`B_1_sample`) is created using NetworkX. Nodes are added for 

authors and genres. Edges are added with weights calculated based on specified metrics, including ratings, rating counts, review 

counts, and probabilities. The resulting graph is saved using the `writeGraph` function. The code visualizes the bipartite graph using 

matplotlib, with nodes representing authors and genres, and edges representing connections between them. Weights are displayed 

on the edges. A 10% sample of the dataset (`df_10`) is created for further analysis using random sampling. Like the 1% sample, the 

genres column is transformed into a list of genres. A new bipartite graph (`B_10`) is created for the 10% sample. Nodes, edges, and 

weights are added similar to the process for the 1% sample. The resulting graph is saved using the `writeGraph` function. The code 

visualizes the bipartite graph for the 10% sample using matplotlib, with nodes representing authors and genres, and edges 

representing connections between them. Weights are displayed on the edges. 

 

Author-Genre Weight Computation 

Say there is an author A1 who has written books B111, B112, and B113 of genre G1. The bipartite graph will therefore include 

an edge <A1,G1>. In the dataset each book has a book rating, book rating count and book review count. In order to estimate the 

overall rating that people would give for the A1-G1 pair, the weighted average of the book ratings for B111, B112 and B113 will 

be computed, where the weights will be the averages of the corresponding book rating counts and book review counts. 

 

 

 

Figure 2 Raw Book Dataset from Kaggle 
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Table 1 Author Genre Edge Weight Computation Example 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔(1,1) =  
𝑅111 ∗ 𝐵𝑊111 +  𝑅112 ∗ 𝐵𝑊112 +  𝑅113 ∗ 𝐵𝑊113

𝐵𝑊111 +  𝐵𝑊112 +  𝐵𝑊113
                                                                        (1) 

 

Therefore, in general –  

 

Rating(a, g) =  

∑ Ragk  ∗  BWagk

nag

k=0

∑ BWagk

nag

k=0

                                                                                                                                         (2) 

 

where, Rating(a,g) is the overall rating given to the author a and genre g pair, nag is the number of books written by author a of 

genre g, Ragk is the Book rating of the book k of genre g written by author a, and BWagk is the book weight of the book k of 

genre g written by author a. The author A1 would have also written several other books B121, B131, and more, of other genres 

G2, G3, and so on. Similarly, there will be several other books B211, B311, and more, of genre G1 which have been written by 

other authors A2, A3, and so on. Hence, in order to compute the probability of seeing an A1G1 pair in the dataset, a Joint 

Probability will be calculated, which will be the product of two probabilities (assuming the two probabilities as being 

independent of each other) PAG(a,g) and PGA(a,g). Let the number of books written by author A1 of genre G1 be C11, and 

total number of books written by author A1 be CA1. Then, PAG(a,g) is the probability of finding a book written by an author 

‘a’ which has the genre ‘g’ -  

 

𝑃𝐴𝐺(1,1) =
𝐶11

𝐶𝐴1
                                                                                                                                                                               (3) 

 

Therefore, in general – 

 

𝑃𝐴𝐺(𝑎, 𝑔) =
𝐶𝑎𝑔

𝐶𝐴𝑎
                                                                                                                                                                             (4) 

 

where, Cag is the number of books written by author a of genre g CAa is the number of books written by author a (all genres). 

Let the number of books of genre G1 written by author A1 be C11, and total number of books of genre G1 be CG1. Then, 

PGA(g,a) is the probability of finding a book of genre G1 which is written by author A1 -  

  

𝑃𝐺𝐴(1,1) =
𝐶11

𝐶𝐺1
                                                                                                                                                                                (5) 

 

Therefore, in general – 

 

𝑃𝐺𝐴(𝑎, 𝑔) =
𝐶𝑎𝑔

𝐶𝐺𝑔
                                                                                                                                                                              (6) 

 

where, Cag is the number of books written by author a of genre g, and CGg is the number of books of genre g (all authors). 

Thus, the Joint Probability of seeing a particular author-genre pair in the dataset is –  

 

𝑃(𝑎, 𝑔) =  𝑃𝐴𝐺(𝑎, 𝑔) ∗  𝑃𝐺𝐴(𝑎, 𝑔)                                                                                                                              (7) 

 

𝑃(𝑎, 𝑔) =
𝐶𝑎𝑔2

𝐶𝐴𝑎 ∗ 𝐶𝐺𝑔 
                                                                                                                                                                       (8) 

 

where, P(a,g) is the joint probability of an author a and genre g pair occurring in the dataset, Cag is the number of books written 

by author a of genre g, CAa is the number of books written by author a (all genres), and CGg is the number of books of genre g 

(all authors). The weight of a particular author-genre pair will be directly proportional to the rating given to it and will also be 

directly proportional to the probability of its occurrence, so the overall weight will be a product of these two –  

 

𝑊(𝑎, 𝑔) =  𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔(𝑎, 𝑔) ∗  𝑃(𝑎, 𝑔)                                                                                                                                             (9) 

 

Book Book rating Book Rating Count Book Review Count Book weight 

B111 R111 RC111 ReC111 BW111 = (RC111+ReC111)/2 

B112 R112 RC112 ReC112 BW112 = (RC112+ReC112)/2 

B113 R113 RC113 ReC113 BW113 = (RC113+ReC113)/2 
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𝑊(𝑎, 𝑔) =
∑ 𝑅𝑎𝑔𝑘  ∗  𝐵𝑊𝑎𝑔𝑘

𝑛𝑎𝑔

𝑘=0

∑ 𝐵𝑊𝑎𝑔𝑘
𝑛𝑎𝑔

𝑘=0

 ∗  
𝐶𝑎𝑔2

𝐶𝐴𝑎 ∗ 𝐶𝐺𝑔 
                                                                                                                      (10) 

 

where, Cag is the number of books written by author a of genre g, CAa is the number of books written by author a (all genres), 

and CGg is the number of books of genre g (all authors). 

 

3.3 Author Genre Association 

This module performs community detection and analysis on the bipartite graph of 1% sample of the dataset, representing 

relationships between authors and genres in the dataset. The resulting communities, link weights, and common genres are visualized 

and saved for further analysis. The code reads a previously saved 1% sample bipartite graph from a pickle file 

("1%_Sample_author_genre_bipartite.gpickle") using NetworkX. The bipartite graph is visualized using matplotlib. Nodes are 

categorized into genres and authors based on their bipartite attribute. The unique genres and authors are printed along with their 

counts. The bipartite graph is projected onto the set of authors to create a new graph (`sample_author_projection`). Degree centrality 

is calculated for authors. Louvain community detection algorithm is applied to identify communities within the projected graph. 

Degree centrality and associated genres are printed for each author. The projected graph is visualized using matplotlib, showing 

connections between authors. Weights are calculated for each author-author edge in the projected graph based on common genres 

and their weights in the original bipartite graph. A new graph (`C`) is created to represent the communities, including edges with the 

computed weights. The community network is visualized using matplotlib. Data is collected for each author-author edge in the 

community network, including community ID, link weight, and common genres. The data is stored in a DataFrame 

(`communities_df`) and printed. A new community network (`C1`) is created by excluding inter-community edges. The filtered 

community network is visualized, and the data is collected and stored in a new DataFrame (`communities_df2`). 

 

Author-Author Edge Weight Computation 

Let there be authors A1 and A2 in the bipartite graph. A1 is connected to genres G1, G2 and G3, while A2 is connected to 

genres G1, G3, and G4. Then in the author-projected graph there will be an <A1,A2> edge because of genres G1 and G3. Hence, 

the weight of this edge in the projected network is defined as such, 

𝑊𝑃(𝐴1, 𝐴2) =  
𝑊(𝐴1, 𝐺1) ∗ 𝑊(𝐴2, 𝐺1) + 𝑊(𝐴1, 𝐺3) ∗ 𝑊(𝐴2, 𝐺3)

2
                                                                                    (11) 

 

Therefore, in general –  

 

𝑊𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦) =
∑ 𝑊(𝑥, 𝐺𝑘)  ∗  𝑊(𝑦, 𝐺𝑘)

𝑛

𝑘=0

𝑛
                                                                                                                                      (12) 

 

where, n is the number of common genres between authors x and y, and W(x,Gk) is the weight of the edge between author x 

and genre Gk in the bipartite graph, similarly W(y,Gk) is the weight of the edge between author y and genre Gk in the bipartite 

graph. 

 

3.4 Recommendation System 

This module provides an interactive book recommendation system based on the user's input, leveraging community data from 

previously analyzed graph. It allows the user to interactively search for a book and receive recommendations for similar books. The 

recommendations are influenced by the community structure, suggesting books by authors within the same community as the selected 

book's author. The code loads a processed book dataset from "Processed_BookData.csv" using pandas. A random 1% sample of the 

dataset (`df_sample`) is created for testing. The code loads a CSV file containing community data 

("Communities_1%_BookData.csv") that was previously generated. The user is presented with a list of books to choose from (output 

of `showBooks()` function). The user is prompted to enter a book title and the number of book recommendations to get. The user's 

input (book title and number of recommendations) is taken. The details of the selected book are displayed, including author, number 

of pages, rating, rating count, and genres. The function `get_all_authors` retrieves other authors from the same community as the 

selected book's author. The function `get_n_books` provides book recommendations based on the authors obtained from the 

community. The recommendations are displayed, including the book title and author. The user can input the book title and the number 

of recommendations they want to receive. Output: The code outputs details about the selected book and a list of recommended books 

along with their authors. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To gauge the effectiveness of the recommendation system, a rigorous testing and validation process is executed. A subset of the 

dataset is held as a test set, with the remaining portion utilized for training. The true average rating in the test set is compared to my 

predicted average rating, showcasing the system's accuracy. Additionally, a baseline prediction is established using the median rating 

for all books in the dataset, serving as a benchmark for comparison. 

 

4.1 Preprocessing 

The Data Preprocessing Module starts with the input of raw book data in CSV format. Its primary goal is to transform and clean 

the dataset, resulting in a processed dataset saved as "Processed_BookData.csv." Several key steps are performed, including the 

removal of unnecessary columns, handling missing values, and converting the "book_pages" column from object type to integer. 

Multiple data cleaning tasks are carried out, such as removing rows with multiple authors, filtering out non-English author names 

and book titles, and converting the genre information from a "|" separated string to a list. The final step involves saving the processed 

dataframe into a new CSV file for subsequent analysis. 
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Figure 3 Dataset before preprocessing 

 

Figure 4 Dataset after preprocessing 

4.2 Network Construction 

Building on the preprocessed data, the Network Construction Module creates a bipartite graph representation of the relationships 

between authors and genres. This graph is saved as "1%_Sample_author_genre_bipartite.gpickle." The construction involves 

calculating weights based on book ratings, counts, and probabilities, resulting in a comprehensive representation of author-genre 

associations. The module also includes a visualization component, displaying the bipartite graph for a 1% sample of the dataset. This 

visualization helps understand the structure of author-genre connections. 

 

Figure 5 Author-Genre Bipartite Network created for 10% of the preprocessed dataset 
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Figure 6 Author-Genre Bipartite Network created for 1% of the preprocessed dataset 

4.3 Author-Genre Association & Community Detection 

The Author-Genre Association Module operates on the bipartite graph from the previous module. Its key functionalities include 

applying the Louvain community detection algorithm, creating a weighted projection of the graph onto authors, and calculating degree 

centrality for authors. The module identifies genres associated with each author and visualizes the projected graph, showcasing 

communities of authors with shared genre interests. Further analysis explores and interprets these communities, shedding light on 

patterns of collaboration and genre preferences. 

 

 

Figure 7 Author-projected network of author-genre bipartite network for 1% of the dataset 
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Figure 8 Community Network from 1% of the dataset 

 

Figure 9 Community network for 1% of the dataset excluding inter-community links 
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4.4 Recommendation System 

The Recommendation Module utilizes the processed book data, communities data, and user input to provide personalized book 

recommendations. Users can input a book title, and the module displays details of the chosen book. Leveraging information from the 

community structure, the module recommends books from authors within the same community, enhancing the personalization of 

suggestions. Users also have the option to specify the number of recommended books, providing flexibility in the recommendation 

process. 

 

 

Figure 10 List of Books in 1% of the dataset 

 

 

Figure 11 Output of the recommendation system 

4.5 General Analysis 

The integrated system progresses cohesively from data preprocessing to network construction, author-genre association, and 

finally, book recommendations. This comprehensive approach ensures that the dataset is cleaned and prepared for analysis, 

meaningful associations between authors and genres are captured, and users receive personalized book recommendations based on 

community structures. 

The combined effort of these modules results in a robust system for book data analysis and recommendations. The structured 

workflow ensures that each step contributes to the overall goal of understanding author-genre associations and providing personalized 

book suggestions. This system can be a valuable tool for users seeking tailored book recommendations based on their preferences 

and the collaborative patterns of authors within the dataset. 

Validation is a critical step to ensure that the system not only aligns with the identified author-genre communities but also 

resonates with user preferences. User feedback and interactions with the recommendation interface are carefully monitored and 

analyzed. The system's ability to enhance readership for authors and genres is gauged by assessing the user engagement metrics and 

the extent to which the recommended books align with users' expectations. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The project demonstrates a systematic and comprehensive approach to handling and analyzing book data, emphasizing data 

preprocessing, network construction, author-genre association, and book recommendations. The Data Preprocessing Module serves 

as the foundation, ensuring that the dataset is cleaned and transformed into a structured format suitable for subsequent analysis. This 

step is crucial for obtaining reliable and meaningful insights from the dataset. The Network Construction Module, through the creation 

of a bipartite graph, effectively captures the intricate relationships between authors and genres. The incorporation of weighted edges 

based on book ratings, counts, and probabilities enriches the representation, providing a nuanced view of author-genre associations. 

The visualization of the bipartite graph offers an intuitive understanding of the collaborative patterns and genre preferences within 

the dataset. The Author-Genre Association Module further delves into the network structure, applying the Louvain community 

detection algorithm to identify communities of authors with shared genre interests. The calculated degree centrality for authors 

enhances the analysis, offering insights into the prominence of authors within their respective communities. The visualization of the 

projected graph provides a clear depiction of author communities, contributing to a deeper understanding of collaborative patterns 

and genre preferences. The Recommendation Module leverages the information obtained from the previous modules to provide 

personalized book recommendations. By considering the community structure, the module enhances the relevance of 

recommendations, offering users a more tailored and enjoyable reading experience. The integration of user input for book selection 

and recommendation quantity adds a user-friendly dimension to the system. 

While the project achieves a robust framework for book data analysis and recommendations, several avenues for future 

enhancement and expansion are worth exploring. Firstly, the incorporation of additional data sources, such as user reviews and 

external genre databases, could enrich the analysis and improve the accuracy of recommendations. This could involve implementing 

sentiment analysis on user reviews to better understand the qualitative aspects of book preferences. The exploration of dynamic 

network analysis techniques could also be considered for future work. As reading trends and author collaborations evolve over time, 

analyzing temporal patterns within the dataset could provide a more nuanced understanding of the dynamics of the literary landscape. 

Furthermore, enhancing the recommendation algorithm by incorporating machine learning models could lead to more sophisticated 

and accurate predictions. Collaborative filtering or content-based recommendation systems could be explored to capture subtle 

nuances in user preferences and improve the precision of book suggestions. To enhance user engagement, the development of a user 

interface could be considered, providing a seamless and interactive experience for users to explore recommendations, visualize author 

communities, and gain insights into their reading habits. 

In summary, the project lays a solid foundation for book data analysis and recommendations, and future works could focus on 

incorporating advanced techniques, additional data sources, and interactive features to further elevate the user experience and the 

depth of insights gained from the analysis. 
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